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GRADE 7: Materials 1 

Particulate nature of matter 
About this unit 

This unit is the first of four units on materials for 
Grade 7. 

The unit is designed to guide your planning and 
teaching of lessons on materials. It provides a 
link between the standards for science and your 
lesson plans. 

The teaching and learning activities should help 
you to plan the content and pace of lessons. 
Adapt the ideas to meet your students’ needs. 
For extension or consolidation activities, look at 
the scheme of work for Grade 8 and Grade 4. 

You can also supplement the activities with 
appropriate tasks and exercises from your 
school’s textbooks and other resources. 

Introduce the unit to students by summarising 
what they will learn and how this builds on earlier 
work. Review the unit at the end, drawing out the 
main learning points, links to other work and 'real 
life' applications. 
 

Previous learning 
To meet the expectations of this unit, students should already recognise and 
be able to describe the characteristics of the three states of matter.  
 

Expectations 
By the end of the unit, students classify materials as solid, liquid or gas, 
and describe, and cite evidence for, the characteristic movement of particles 
in a solid, a liquid and a gas. They explain the observed shape and volume 
of samples of gases, liquids and solids. They explain common observations 
related to gas pressure, solution, diffusion, thermal expansion and changes 
of state, in terms of the motion of particles. They develop a qualitative 
concept of the size of particles of matter. They make and test predictions. 
They know that scientists work by building conceptual and testable models 
and they use laboratory glassware and heat sources safely. 

Students who progress further explain more complex observations such 
as the Brownian movement in terms of particle collision, explain commonly 
observed energy changes associated with phase change and the 
compression and expansion of gases, and conduct experiments to estimate 
a maximum size of some particles. They understand the need for accuracy 
and know how to achieve it. 
 

Resources 
The main resources needed for this unit are: 
• standard chemistry laboratory glassware and hardware 
• common laboratory chemicals 
• atomic models 
• computer-generated models of particle behaviour 
• lesson plan 7.2 
 

Key vocabulary and technical terms 
Students should understand, use and spell correctly: 
• freeze, melt, boil, condense, evaporate, diffuse, crystallise  
• expand, contract, compress 
• particle 
• predict 
• miscible, immiscible 
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Standards for the unit 

10 hours  SUPPORTING STANDARDS  CORE STANDARDS 
Grade 7 standards 

 EXTENSION STANDARDS 

4 11.1 Know that there are three states of 
matter – solid, liquid and gas – and 
that each state of matter has 
particular characteristics.  

7.11.1 Know that solids remain the same volume and shape, that liquids remain 
the same volume but take up the shape of the container, and that gases 
expand to fill any container they are placed in.  

 

4.11.6 Know and demonstrate that air is a 
material and that it fills spaces 
between solids. 

  

4.11.1 Know that there are three states of 
matter – solid, liquid and gas – and 
that each state of matter has 
particular characteristics.  

  

 7.11.2 Know of, and cite evidence for, the movement of particles in solids, liquids 
and gases, and draw diagrams to represent particles in solids, liquids and 
gases; know that this process is called diffusion. 

 

 7.11.3 Explain, in terms of the particle model, a variety of common phenomena, 
such as thermal expansion, gas pressure, the compressibility of gases (but 
not liquids and solids) and the regular growth of crystals in a saturated 
solution. 

 

 7.11.4 Cite evidence for the existence and size of particles. 8.12.1 Know that the smallest particle of an 
element is an atom and that atoms of 
one element are of one kind and are 
different from atoms of every other 
element.  

7.1.1 Plan investigations, controlling variables and collecting an appropriate 
range of evidence, identify patterns in observations and data, draw 
appropriate generalised conclusions and test predictions. 

 

1 hour 

Recall the 
different 
characteristics of 
solids, liquids 
and gases 
 

1 hour 

Distinguishing 
between solids, 
liquids and gases
 

3 hours 

Interpreting 
experimental 
evidence 
 

4 hours 

Explaining 
observed 
phenomena 
using the particle 
model 
 

1 hour 

Estimating the 
size of particles 
 

 

7.2.1 Know that scientists work by looking for patterns in data, building 
conceptual models that explain the patterns. 

  

UNIT 7M.1 
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Activities 

Objectives  Possible teaching and learning activities Notes School resources 

Recall work from earlier grades (particularly Grade 4) on the differences between solids, liquids 
and gases, and their main characteristics. Explore these characteristics further through a 
number of short demonstrations or group activities. 

Show how a finely divided solid, such as sand or flour can be have very much like a liquid. 
Show what happens when the containers holding these solids are tilted. Show that both flour 
and water will go through a sieve but only water will go through a coffee filter paper. Discussion 
of this should lead to the idea of a difference in particle size. 

All these activities can be carried out with 
everyday equipment. 

Bottled gas can be used instead of natural gas. 

Safety: The flammability of natural or bottled 
gas should be demonstrated by the teacher 
unless the class has been trained to use the 
Bunsen burner. 

Enquiry skill 7.1.1 

Use this column to note 
your own school’s 
resources, e.g. textbooks, 
worksheets. 

Find the volume of air that can be squeezed out of a sponge under water. Collect the gas in an 
inverted jar and compare its volume with the volume of the sponge. 

  

Show examples of other gases, such as carbon dioxide in a fizzy drink and natural gas 
(methane). Note that although they look the same they may have different properties; 
demonstrate that natural gas is flammable. Open a drink can in a bucket of water and collect 
the carbon dioxide. 

  

Show that some liquids, such as methylated spirits and water, are miscible, but others, such as 
cooking oil and water, are not. Investigate the miscibility of different liquids, such as methylated 
spirits and cooking oil. 

  

1 hour 

Recall the different 
characteristics of solids, 
liquids and gases 
Know that solids remain the 
same volume and shape, that 
liquids remain the same 
volume but take up the shape 
of the container, and that 
gases expand to fill any 
container they are placed in.  

Recall work on changes of state by group work or demonstrating the effect of heating and 
cooling on three states of water. Ensure that the terms melting, freezing, boiling and condensing 
are understood. 
 

Safety: The boiling of water and the 
condensation of steam should be demonstrated. 

 

Carry out a classification exercise using common materials to ensure that students are familiar 
with the terms solid, liquid and gas. This will build on and recall work done on the three phases 
in Grades 4 to 6. 

Ask students to work in groups and to discuss the classification of a number of substances. 
Some of these substances should be easy to classify while others should be difficult, like 
toothpaste, tomato sauce, baking powder, jelly. One should be a gas, but it could be a 
pressurised container, such as an air freshener, that contains a liquid but produces a gas. Ask 
groups to list the properties of solids, liquids and gases and perhaps also develop a key to 
distinguish them. 

Link to work on keys in life science Grade 6 
(Standard 6.4.1). 

No special equipment is needed for this activity. 

Enquiry skills 7.1.1, 7.3.2 

 1 hour 

Distinguishing between 
solids, liquids and gases 
Know that solids remain the 
same volume and shape, that 
liquids remain the same 
volume but take up the shape 
of the container, and that 
gases expand to fill any 
container they are placed in.  

 
In front of the class tear a piece of paper in half. Then tear one of the halves in half, then one of 
the quarters in half. Carry on until you have a very small piece. Invite students to speculate on 
whether you could do this indefinitely if you had small enough hands, or whether you would 
reach the point where you had a single particle of paper that you could not divide in two. Ask 
them, in groups, to use their ideas to explain differences between solids, liquids and gases and 
for evidence for and against the concept of particles in solids, liquids and gases. At this stage 
do not present the particle theory yourself. 
 

  

Unit 7M.1 
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Objectives  Possible teaching and learning activities Notes School resources 

Ask students to work in groups to perform a variety of short investigations, such as those in the 
list below, that will illustrate that solids, liquids and gases behave differently. 
• Show that the volumes of 1 kilogram of a number of different solids are different. 
• Try the ball and ring experiment. 
• Place a small coloured crystal of a soluble solid (such as potassium manganate(VII)) at the 

bottom of a beaker of water. Leave it for some minutes. Move the water gently. 
• Depress the plungers of syringes filled with a solid, a liquid and a gas 
• Suspend an increasing number of masses from a nylon thread or thin wire until it breaks 
• Turn on the gas briefly (or open a bottle of perfume) and ask the class when they can smell it. 

Tell students to discuss in their groups what has happened and to try to suggest explanations. 
Ask the groups to present their explanations to the other groups. Encourage a discussion 
between the groups. Make a list of the ideas and explanations that most groups agree on. 

Present the theory that all matter is made up of particles (if students have not already suggested 
it). Ask groups to develop explanations for the phenomena they have observed by thinking of 
what happens to the particles. Ask them to think of alternative theories of matter – such as the 
theory that matter is continuous – that can explain the phenomena they have observed. 

Safety: The ball and ring experiment requires 
the use of a Bunsen burner. Students should not 
use this until they have been trained in its safe 
use (enquiry skill 7.4.4). 

Enquiry skills 7.1.1, 7.2.1, 7.2.3, 7.4.4 

 

 
3 hours 

Interpreting experimental 
evidence 
Plan investigations, 
controlling variables and 
collecting an appropriate 
range of evidence, identify 
patterns in observations and 
data, draw appropriate 
generalised conclusions and 
test predictions. 

Know that scientists work by 
looking for patterns in data, 
building conceptual models 
that explain the patterns. 

 
Ask students to make predictions, based on the particle theory, about what might happen in 
further investigations, such as if a coloured crystal or coloured water is placed on top of a 
colourless jelly, or if an inflated balloon is released. 

Summarise the process students have gone through in a flow chart: make observations → 
propose theories → select the theory that accounts for most observations → use the theory to 
predict experimental results → if necessary, modify the theory in the light of the results. 

Such prediction activities can provide useful 
assessment opportunities. See possible 
assessment activities at the end of this unit.  

 

Ask students, in groups, to carry out a number of diffusion experiments, some of which can be 
left for a day or two and then examined. These can include activities such as: 
• Place a coloured crystal on the top of a some agar gel in a test-tube. 
• Using a long dropping pipette, carefully place a layer of concentrated copper sulfate solution 

(or ink) below some water in a test-tube. 
• Burn a small piece of magnesium and watch what happens to the smoke. 

Demonstrate the diffusion of nitrogen dioxide through a filter paper placed between two 
beakers, the top one inverted. 

Safety: Appropriate safety precautions should 
be taken when burning magnesium, and 
students must be aware of the danger of looking 
directly at the flame. 

Nitrogen dioxide is poisonous; its diffusion 
should be demonstrated in a well-ventilated 
space or fume cupboard. 

 

Ask students, in groups, to take two measuring cylinders full to the 50 cm3 mark with water and 
pour into a 100 cm3 measuring cylinder. Tell them to repeat the activity with methylated spirits in 
one of cylinders. Explain the results. This can be illustrated with a model mixing the same 
volume of pebbles and sand. 

  

4 hours 

Explaining observed 
phenomena using the 
particle model 
Know of, and cite evidence for, 
the movement of particles in 
solids, liquids and gases, and 
draw diagrams to represent 
particles in solids, liquids and 
gases; know that this process 
is called diffusion. 

Explain, in terms of the particle 
model, a variety of common 
phenomena, such as thermal 
expansion, gas pressure, the 
compressibility of gases (but 
not liquids and solids) and the 
regular growth of crystals in a 
saturated solution. 

Ask students to grow crystals of a suitable salt, such as copper sulfate, aluminium potassium 
sulfate or chromium potassium sulfate. Explain, using models, the regular structure of crystals. 

Demonstrate the ease of cleavage of a crystal to give parallel sides and ask for explanations in 
terms of particle layers. Show cleavage using a crystal model. 

Make a collection of different crystals to show the variety of regular shapes that they can form. 

Large crystals need to be grown over several 
weeks. Try variations (e.g. growing an 
aluminium potassium sulfate crystal using a 
chromium potassium sulfate seed). Crystals of 
common salt can be attempted but they are 
difficult. Crystals of Iceland spar, particularly 
suitable for cleavage, can be bought. 
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Objectives  Possible teaching and learning activities Notes School resources 

Simulate particle movement to show the effect of heat on a solid as it warms up, changes to a 
liquid and ultimately to a gas. This can be done in a variety of ways. Three-dimensional 
simulations of the effect of heat on particles are available on the Worldwide Web. Mechanical 
models are available that show the effect of increased vibration of ball-bearings. The class 
themselves can simulate particles subjected to heat. 

ICT opportunity: Use of simulations. Lesson plan 7.2 

 Clarify the difference, in terms of particle energy and movement, between boiling and 
evaporation by demonstrating and discussing the two processes. Advanced students can 
consider the distribution of kinetic energy within particles of liquid at a given temperature and so 
understand why hotter water evaporates faster than colder water. 

  

 Extension work for faster students 
More advanced students can study the Brownian movement using a specially constructed 
smoke cell under a low-power microscope. Students often find this confusing because they are 
unable to draw a distinction between the particles of matter, which are invisible under the 
microscope, and the smoke ‘particles’ they see vibrating, which are in fact small pieces of solid 
that are collections of millions of particles  

  

 Another demonstration for advanced students is the bromine diffusion demonstration. Details of 
this demonstration are widely available and usually accompany the special equipment required 
to carry it out. This is a very effective way of demonstrating how fast gas particles actually move 
by comparing the diffusion of bromine through air at atmospheric pressure and in an evacuated 
vessel. 
 

Safety: This experiment requires the use of a 
pump to evacuate specially constructed 
glassware and the use of bromine as a gas. A 
safety screen is essential. It should not be 
attempted by an inexperienced teacher. 

 

The oil film experiment 
Estimate the volume of an oil drop on the end of a wire, using a magnifying glass and a ruler 
with 0.5 mm divisions. Touch the drop on the surface of water so that it spreads into a film. 
Calculate the thickness of the film. This experiment involves a treatment of estimations and 
inaccuracies introduced through the estimations. A mathematical approximation is to calculate 
the drop volume assuming it is a cube and the thickness by assuming the film is rectangular. 
The inaccuracies introduced by this should be discussed. Note that this experiment sets a 
maximum size for the diameter of a particle. The film may be several particles thick. 

 

Mathematics: Calculation of volume of a 
sphere and volume of a cylinder. Handling 
approximations. 
Enquiry skills 7.1.3, 7.1.4 

 1 hour 

Estimating the size of 
particles 
Cite evidence for the 
existence and size of 
particles. 

Extension work for faster students 
Pursue the nature of particles further using models and distinguish between atoms and 
molecules. Confine the discussion to simple covalent compounds such as water. 
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Assessment 

 Examples of assessment tasks and questions Notes School resources 

Draw diagrams illustrating the arrangement and movement of particles in a solid, a liquid and a 
gas. 

  

Explain the following common observations in terms of particles. 

a. Clothes drying on a line. 

b. Salt crystals are all the same regular shape. 

c. The formation of ice in the freezing compartment of a refrigerator;. 

d. An inflated balloon slowly deflates over a few days. 

e. The pressure in a car tyre is greater on a hot day than on a cold day. 

  

Assessment 
Set up activities that allow 
students to demonstrate what 
they have learned in this unit. 
The activities can be 
provided informally or 
formally during and at the 
end of the unit, or for 
homework. They can be 
selected from the teaching 
activities or can be new 
experiences. Choose tasks 
and questions from the 
examples to incorporate in 
the activities. 

The water in a tube is heated, as shown in the diagram. As the water is heated, the balloon 
increases in size. Explain why. 

TIMSS, 1994–95, Grade 7–8 

 

 
 

 

 Imagine you are a water particle in the sea. One day you are near the surface and you get so 
hot in the sun that you have enough energy to escape from the sea into the air. Write about the 
adventures you have before you once again find yourself in the sea. 

  

 Predicting the outcome of experiments involving particles, as described in the possible 
teaching and learning activities, can also provide useful assessment opportunities. 
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